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It is shown how the simple two�spin system� viewed as a possible paradigm to study the
properties of generic classical integrable systems with two degrees of freedom� has quan�
tum characteristics that make it suitable to illustrate those properties also in the quantum
domain� We concentrate on quantum mechanical results and explore these characteristics
to solve the problem� to point out how this system permits a controllable approximation
to the classical limit� and to clarify some misleading associations concerning classical limit�
quantum numbers� and energy levels�

�� Introduction

In the last decades� the �eld of Hamiltonian systems

has known a burst of research concentrated mainly on

the possibility of studying chaotic dynamics in the clas�

sical as well as quantum contexts� Nowadays� much

of the physical properties of those systems is known

thanks to the mathematical and numerical apparatus

developed in the course of those years and� despite of

their sophistication and complexity� the concepts� re�

sults� language and techniques related to this search

become of common use in many branches of physics

��	�

On more basic grounds� however� it is still di
cult

to illustrate the physical properties of Hamiltonian sys�

tems related either to classical phase space or to quan�

tum spectra and eigenfunctions� In the classical context

this is so because� in general� the phase space of any

non�trivial systems has too many dimensions and the

related mathematical expressions are so complicated

functions of the phase space coordinates that not one

of them can be eliminated to allow the generation of

informative pictures� Gade and Gade III� ��	 called at�

tention to this di
culty and claimed that the integrable

two�spin system could be viewed as a paradigm to vi�

sualize and understand the behaviour and properties of

generic classical integrable systems� which are� by their

turn� the point of departure for studying chaos� Listing

the good features of that spin system for such a classi�

cal study� they show how one can observe its winding

numbers� the foliation of phase space by rational and
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irrational tori� and the dense coverage of irrational tori

by quasiperiodic orbits� all this coming up from uncom�

plicated mathematical expressions and easily applicable

graphical procedures� Before that� spin system had al�

ready been extensively studied� special attention then

being paid to the presentation of results of original re�

search instead of their pedagogical qualities ��	 �see�

however� the series of articles referenced in ��	� Never�

theless� we can see in these studies the suggestion that

much can be learned from spin systems� not only about

integrable but also about chaotic classical dynamics�

Some of the di
culties found in the quantum me�

chanical context are related to the approximation to

the classical limit� On the one hand� we deal in most of

the cases with Hamiltonians characterized by in�nite

matrices and the �numerical resolution of the eigen�

value problem is attained only after the truncation of

the Hamiltonian matrix in question� This truncation

poses problems related to the convergence of the nu�

merical methods and also to the choice of what part of

the matrix should be neglected and what should not�

On the other hand� we generally take for granted that

we should look at the highest quantum numbers to get

the closest to the classical limit� In terms of the spectra�

the higher the energy levels are considered the better

should be our approximation�

Here we would like to show that the very two�spin

system proposed by Gade and Gade III� in its quantum

version� has the necessary quantum�mechanical features

which make it suitable for elucidating also those points�

In our case� we concentrate on quantum�mechanical re�

sults and explore the system�s features to show that

they allow for a controlled approximation to the clas�

sical limit � without any truncation of the Hamiltonian

matrix � and also to call attention to the fact that some

care must be taken in the use of the highest�energy�level

prescription�

To accomplish our purposes� we present in section

II the quantum version of the two�spin system� together

with some of its symmetry properties which allow for

a simple and transparent connection with the classical

limit� explored in section III� Some concluding remarks

are presented in the last section IV�

It should be emphasized that� while being the main

object in this work� the two�spin system is not in it�

self the ultimate objective we are here interested in�

It is taken more as a convenient model to learn about

general properties of the classical limit� Besides the in�

trinsic characteristics presented above� this convenience

is revealed by the possibility of its implementation as

a pedagogical tool� As we will see in sections II and

III� the properties of the model can be seen in prac�

tice through a numerical study that can be pursued by

students with no unreasonable e�ort�

II� The quantum two�spin model

The quantum version of the integrable two�spin

system� widely known as the anisotropic Heisenberg

model� is given by the Hamiltonian

H � S� � S� � �Sz�S
z
� � ��

where the anisotropy parameter � is a real number and

Sxi � S
y
i � S

z
i �i � �� � correspond to the usual SU�� spin

operators� One can easily show that� besides the en�

ergy� this system has the z�component T z of the total

spin operator

T � S� � S� ��

as a constant of motion�

�H�T z	 � �� ��

We consider here the case jS�j � jS�j � S and diag�

onalize H using as basis states the �antisymmetrized

tensor product of spin states� de�ned as

jm�m� ��
�

��
�jS�m��S�m� � �jS�m��S�m� �	 ��

where the ��� sign corresponds to bosonic �fermionic

cases� Throughout the paper we take integer values

for S �� sign in eq� ��� and work within the sub�

space where � T z � � � which implies the relation

m��m� � � for m� andm�� the quantum numbers cor�

responding to the z�projection of the spin operators S�
and S� respectively ��	� The eigenvalue problem of the

Hamiltonian matrix is then straightforwardly solved by

any of the many numerical routines available� and one

can easily obtain the system�s energy spectra� examples

of which are shown in Fig� � for spin size S � ��� and

some values of the anisotropy parameter ��
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Figure �� Energy spectra of the two	spin system for spin
size S 
 ��� and some values of the anisotropy parameter�
� 
 	 ���� 	����������������� the lowest spectra correspond
to the greatest values of ��� We note here that all �gures in
the paper present the energies scaled by SS ��� see item
iii� in section II��

The spectra for this two�spin system have the fol�

lowing features to be noticed�

i The Hilbert space of the system is �nite� This fea�

ture comes from the SU�� Lie algebra of spin operators

and guarantees that the spectra are themselves �nite�

In fact� for the subspace given by � T z �� � there are

S�� states jm��m ��m � �� �� ���� S�Thus� we are here

not concerned with truncation of the Hamiltonian ma�

trices in order to suppress the upper and lower energy

parts of the spectrum as is usually done� the ultimate

constraint being nevertheless imposed by the computa�

tional system used� since the number of levels increases

as S � �� In addition to its �niteness� the spectra for

this system are conveniently non�degenerate�

ii System �� and the Heisenberg models in general

have a well de�ned classical limit� which is realized by

taking �� � and S �� with �
p
S�S � � � � ��	� In

practice� this limiting process can be observed through

the large S scaling behaviour� characteristic of these

systems and shown in Fig� �� as the spin size tends

to in�nity� the quantum spectrum tends to its classical

limit in the form of a limiting curve� It can be shown

��	 that this curve is indeed the one obtained by evalu�

ating the actions of the periodic orbits associated with

the classical Hamiltonian for the model�

iii The large S scaling behaviour and the prescription

�
p
S�S � � � � for the classical limit permit us to set

� � � and scale the whole spectrum by S�S ��� as we

do throughout the paper� This scaling �xes the lower

and upper extrema of the spectra at values indepen�

dent of S� meaning that we can globally explore the

entire spectrum without suppressing their low�energy

part� By the same token we will see that� since the clas�

sical limit for this spin system is attained as S increases�

controlling S allows for a control of the approximation

to the classical limit for the spectrum as a whole� This

could be qualitatively anticipated from Fig� � where

we can see that� for a given value of �� the number of

levels increases with S� diminishing in this way the en�

ergy di�erence between neighbouring levels� the scaled

energy range being now �xed� In the same spirit� it will

be seen that the scaling of the spectra provides also a

way to investigate and control the density of levels in a

given region of the spectrum�

Figure �� Energy spectra of the two	spin system for a single
value of the anisotropy parameter� � 
 ����� and several
values of the spin size� S 
 ��� ��� ��� �������

The characteristics evidenced in ii and iii are ob�

viously not completely general� They are� however�

manifestations of a property common to a wide class

of models� called Curie�Weiss type models� to which

the Heisenberg systems belong ��	� Curie�Weiss models

share the same kind of scaling behaviour for a certain

parameter N �the spin size S in the case of the Heisen�

berg systems� in the large N limit� quantum �uctua�

tions become negligible� Corrections to the semiclassi�

cal approximation can then be expressed as powers of

��N � showing that there is in fact a parameter which

controls the limiting process ��	�

The points presented in iii will be the object of the

next section where we explore the approximation to the

classical limit for di�erent values of ��

III� The approximation to the classical limit

The control of the approximation to the classical

limit by choosing the value of S means� in other words�
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the choice of the Planck constant h� Qualitative at this

level� this control can be made more quantitative and

have a practical implementation after a simple manipu�

lation of the energy levels present in a given spectrum�

It su
ces to take the �scaled energy di�erence �n be�

tween the �n� ��th and n�th levels�

�n � �n�� � �n ��

and consider the plots �n � n� Examples for the

isotropic case �� � � and an anisotropic case �� �

���� for S � ��� are presented in Figs� � and ��

Figure �� Energy level di�erence �n versus the energy level
index n for the isotropic case � 
 ��� and S 
 �����

Figure �� As in Fig� � here the anisotropic case � 
 ����
and S 
 ���� is illustrated�

The straight line appearing in Fig� � reveals a cor�

relation between subsequent energy di�erences� In fact�

numerical inspection of the spectrum in this case shows

that

�n�� � �n �� � �� � n	� ��

where �� is a reference di�erence valid after a few �rst

levels and 	 depends only on � as

	 � ��� ��

In this case the obtained constant 	 gives � � � �

����� con�rming the scaling relation �
p
S�S � � � �

for S � ���� Eqs� �� and �� can be easily inferred

just by observing spectra obtained for di�erent values

of S with � held �xed� and comparing their energy dif�

ferences with those for spectra obtained for di�erent

values of � with S held �xed�

These relations reveal a property that can be use�

ful in numerical calculations where one has to simu�

late �semiclassical curves by what is in practice a dis�

crete set of points� Using eqs� �� and ��� by choos�

ing a value for � su
ciently small as to prevent com�

putational discrepancies with the classical results� one

chooses in fact the Planck constant h� which can be

accomplished by an appropriate value of S� This pro�

cedure should be followed for that part of the spectrum

where �n has its largest values� controlling this region

we control the spectrum as a whole� since for smaller

values of �n the approximation would be still better�

For the anisotropic case it can be seen from Fig� � that

the correlation between subsequent energy di�erences

is not so simple a relation as eq� �� is for the isotropic

case� Despite of the fact that in the anisotropic case this

more complicated relation can still be found in princi�

ple� it is actually not necessary� As a matter of fact�

for energy di�erences greater than ���� � this means�

for that part of the spectrum where the di�erences are

greater � Fig� � reproduces a straight line similar to

that given by eq� ��� Hence� we can follow for this

case the same procedure presented right above� In this

sense� the isotropic case can be used to calibrate this

checking of the value of Planck constant necessary to a

good classical approximation�

Another point to be noticed is that� as expected�

the energy di�erence between neighbouring levels is not

constant for all levels� In these spin systems� however�

it increases as the upper parts of the spectra are at�

tained �see eq� �� and we could hardly point the

highest energy levels as representative of the classical

limit� In fact� in the isotropic case that would be the

worst choice� The point is clari�ed by the plots �n�n

themselves� Since �n is an energy di�erence� for large

values of S the plots re�ect the density of levels per

energy unity
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which is higher at lower values of �n� In this way� we

can see that for the case � � � 
 attains its maximum

value at the lowest energy � � ����� For the anisotropic

case � 	� �� it can be shown ���	 that in the interval

���� 
 � 
 ���� for example� the maximum value of 


occurs at the energy

� � ���� � j�j� ��

The last word about the classical approximation is

always given by the limiting process �� �� In practice�

however� once we choose a value for �� we see that in

general the density of levels is not constant through�

out the spectrum and� as we saw� its maximum value is

not necessarily located at the upper extremum� There�

fore� for a small but �xed value of �� the best region

of the spectrum to be taken as classical approximation

should be the region where the density of levels is max�

imal� Thus we see that the energy levels corresponding

to the region around the minimum of �n �see Figs� �

and � are in fact the good choice for representing the

classical limit� In this sense� we can say that this region

of higher density of levels meets classical characteristics

before the other parts of the spectrum�

We �nally recover what should be the correct rule�

in looking for the classical limit we should look for the

regions of the spectrum where the density of levels is

maximal� Eq� �� shows moreover that this maxi�

mum can be positioned anywhere between the extrema

�min � ���� and �max � ��� for ���� 
 � 
 ��� ���	�

In few words� we can not freely associate the highest

density of levels with the highest energies� or in gen�

eral with the highest quantum numbers� This should

be kept in mind whenever we are applying the highest�

quantum�number prescription as it is presented in many

textbooks on quantum mechanics� If it is true that this

works in many practical cases� it is also true that it can

be a conceptually misleading association�

IV� Concluding remarks

We have seen in this contribution that the simple

two�spin system� viewed by Gade and Gade III as a

possible paradigm in the study of generic classical in�

tegrable systems with two degrees of freedom� shows

itself well suited to elucidate their properties also in

the quantum domain� Shortly speaking� its quantum

mechanical features are based on the discrete and �nite

SU�� spin algebra and on the scaling behaviour of its

classical limit� These two characteristics make the two�

spin system an exactly solvable quantum system even

in the classical limit � up to computational constraints

� with energy spectra that at one time are easy to ma�

nipulate and provide instructive results�

We have concentrated our exposition on the classical

limit showing how it can have a controllable approxima�

tion� a feature that gives us a feeling of what is going

on with the levels as we get closer and closer to the

limit� We also call attention to possible misconceptions

concerning the traditional association between classical

limit and high energy levels�

As a �nal remark� it is worth remembering that

spin systems and the procedures here presented can be

much further explored as a way to generate illustra�

tions of other known results for Hamiltonian systems�

It was shown ���	 that the plots �n � n have an in�

tuitive translation in terms of classical periodic orbits�

the minimum of �n marking the presence of a separa�

trix� Moreover� the simple manipulation leading to the

di�erences �n can be applied also to chaotic cases such

as the anisotropic three�spin system ���	� though in this

case we must face the complications posed by the higher

number of degrees of freedom and the degeneracies of

the spectrum�
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